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This eBook arose out of Pikes Peak Weavers Guild’s sponsorship of the Colorado Weavers Day 
conference on May 21, 2016.  Carol Wilkinson led a seminar titled Sensational Towels, Napkins 
and Placemats!  So many interesting and beautiful textiles were submitted that Board member 
Betsy Anderson suggested publishing an eBook. The intent was not to provide detailed how-to 
instructions, but to inspire weavers in different ways to create their own unique work.  

A big thanks to the editorial committee who did their best to proofread for errors:  Betsy 
Anderson, Susan Bowman, Edna Devai, Heather Hubbard, Beverly Weaver and Carol 
Wilkinson.  Robin Monogue provided web support;  photography and graphic design is by 
Susan Bowman, and where noted, pottery was created by Linda Shaffer. 

Sensational Towels, Napkins and Placemats!

The ebook PDF files, photog-
raphy, and text are copyright 
© 2016 by Pikes Peak Weavers 
Guild. Permission is granted 
to download, store, and print 
the book for personal use. 
The content is not to be re-
published in whole or in part 
in any medium without the 
express permission of the 
creators. You are welcome to 
share the links to this resource 
on social media (along with a 
picture), but may not re-host 
the files on a filesharing or 
other website. Please contact 
Pikes Peak Weavers Guild for 
specific permission. Thank you 
for respecting the work that 
went into the creation of this 
book. Enjoy!

Carol Wilkinson presenting the Christmas Overshot towels woven 
by Doreen McLaughlin to the audience at Colorado Weavers Day. . PPWG

Pikes Peak Weavers Guild

http://pikespeakweavers.org
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Getting More with Supplementary Warp
by Cathy Sterling

Click Here for WIF

Structure:  Straight and point twill, 4 shaft

Warp:  8/2 cottolin, 2 yellow alternated with
     2 natural
Supplementary warp:  8/2 cottolin, blue and 
     rust
Weft :  8/2 cottolin, beige, blue and rust

12 dent reed, 2 ends per dent
Warp sett:  24 ends per inch
Width in reed:  20”

Use �oating selvages

Dimensions after hemming and wet �nishing:
17” x 30”      

�is supplementary warp design with goose eye blocks as the ground weave is adapted from a 
draft in A Handweaver’s Pattern Book by Marguerite Porter Davison, p. 36.  Put on a long neutral 
warp and have fun designing at your loom with di�erent colors and patterns.  

I warped 7 yards to allow for several 
towels.  �e warp alternated 2 yellow 
with 2 natural threads and I added 
�oating selvages.  Treadle “tromp as 
writ”.  Towel 1 used a navy weft.  
Towel 2 alternates red and green stripes 
with a decorative  yellow band at the 
headers.  For towels 3 and 4, I added 
blue and rust supplementary warps 
threaded through the points of the 
twills.  You can add just a few color 
accents or design stripes or plaids to
highlight areas of emphasis on these
towels. 
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http://pikespeakweavers.org/cwd/wif-files/003_Supplementary_Warp.wif


blue  rust  blue   rust   bluerust   blue  rust   blue   rust

On this towel, supplementary warp threads were added to existing threads at each twill point 
to create vertical stripes.

Examples of possible weft stripes.

selvageselvage

repeat for desired width
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Towels in Versatile Turned Twill
by Heather Hubbard

Helen Bressler and I collaborated 
on the design for this beautiful 
towel.  Di�erent sizes of blocks 
were employed to create striping 
and to utilize di�erent colors and 
yarns.  �e threading draft utilizes
a 4-end block design of 1/3 and
3/1 turned twill, which creates
alternating weft and warp faced 
weaving for the pattern and
background structure.  �e pro�le   

�e red placemat pictured 
was woven in diversi�ed plain
weave by Heather Hubbard 
(instructions not included).  
Pottery was made by Linda Sha�er. 

Structure:  Turned twill, 16 shaft

Warp:  8/2 cotton, dark blue, purple, medium 
blue and approximately 8/2 gray cotton slub
     Color A:  Dark blue
     Color B:  Variegated aqua and violet
     Color C:  Medium blue
     Color D:  Light gray
     Color E:  Violet

Weft:  Unbleached cottolin, 2040 yards 
per pound

10 dent reed, 2 ends per dent
Warp sett:  20 ends per inch
Width in reed:  20”

Use �oating selvages

Dimensions after hemming and 
wet �nishing:  16” x 23”  
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draft shows the proportional layout of the pattern blocks.  For ease of use, the threading 
draft is also shown.  Variegated threads were used in the smaller blocks.  Be sure to add 
�oating selvages.  �is can be woven with other block weave structures as well, such as 
summer and winter, overshot and some Bateman weaves.  It is a great pattern to use your 
stash yarn.

# Threads
96 48 48 E
96 48 48 D
96 48 48 C
56 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 B
56 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 A

400

Warp Color Order

Pro�le Draft for Towel
x3

to
balance

7
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�e WIF also shows what the 
cloth would look like with 
other weft colors.

Click Here for WIF

x3

to balance

http://pikespeakweavers.org/cwd/wif-files/004_Versatile_Turned_Twill.wif


Big Color on 6 Shafts!
by Robin Monogue

In 2014, Pikes Peak Weavers Guild’s More �an Four study group used a 4 block 
pro�le draft by Rosalie Neilson.  It could be used in any way we chose but had to 
show up in its entirety at least once.  �e colors for this study were inspired by paint 
chip names beginning with our initials.  My goal with this project was to weave kitchen 
towels in summer and winter, which allowed 4 blocks on 6 shafts.  I created a warp 
gradient with my two colors and designed 2 blocks across the width and 2-3 blocks on 
the length.  I added borders to the design.  �e design doesn’t allow the summer and 
winter blocks to square perfectly, but they are close.  �e overall result of the towel 
is beautiful.  Other towels pictured were woven by Julia Nace (top three) and Jan 
Seltman (instructions not included). 

Structure:  Summer & Winter,
     6 shaft

Warp:  22/2 cottolin, red to
     orange-yellow, gradated to
     the center and back again

�ick weft:  Approximately
     8/4 multistrand cotton
     in purple and burgundy
Tabby weft:  22/2 cottolin, red

12 dent reed, sley 1-2

Warp sett:  18 ends per inch

Width in reed:  22.8”

Use �oating selvages

Dimensions after hemming and
wet �nishing:  19.75” x 27.25”
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6 6
5 5

4 4
3 3

2 2 2 2
1 1 1 1

�reading Key
ABCD

�is pro�le draft from 
Rosalie Neilson:

was redesigned and expanded 
to this pro�le draft for the towel:

Summer and winter can be
treadled in four di�erent 
ways to achieve di�erent 
appearances of the pattern 
weft.  See Chapter 15 of A 
Weaver’s Book of 8-Shaft
Patterns From the Friends of
Handwoven, edited by Carol
Strickler, for a good dis-
cussion of the di�erent 
treadling methods. 

Click Here for WIF
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http://pikespeakweavers.org/cwd/wif-files/005_Big_Color_6Shafts.wif


Overshot Christmas Towels
by Doreen McLaughlin

Structure:  Overshot, 4 shaft

Warp:  10/2 mercerized cotton
     Color A:  Dark green
     Color B:  White
     Color C:  Red

Ground weft:  10/2 mercerized
     cotton, red
Pattern weft:  4/4 cotton, white

12 dent reed, 2 ends per dent
Warp sett:  24 ends per inch
Width in reed:  21”

Use �oating selvages

Dimensions after wet �nishing
and hemming:  19.5” x 26”

It’s not too early to be thinking about items 
to give as hostess gifts for the holidays!  �e 
idea for this towel came from an overshot 
runner by Anne Sneary in “Deck the Halls”, 
an eBook from Handwoven magazine.  I 
modi�ed the design signi�cantly by making 
the M and W more pronounced, changing
the treadling from “tromp as writ” to a more 
curved overshot appearance.

�e middle towel was woven in M’s & O’s
by Siv Nelson and the bottom one is a multi-
shaft M & W twill by Heather Hubbard
(instructions not included).  
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Click Here for WIF

http://pikespeakweavers.org/cwd/wif-files/006_Overshot_Christmas.wif


# Threads
248 5 21 5 5 21 5 C
32 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 B

227 7 5 5 19 5 5 7 A
507

Warp Color Order

Alternate thin red ground weft with thick white pattern weft (red color 
not shown in treadling).

selvageselvage

x7

x7

balance and selvage

At 112 picks per repeat, it requires focus to manage the treadling.  I recommend setting 
up a tabby rule:  if the tabby shuttle is on the right, the next tabby is 1 and 3.  If the tabby 
shuttle is on the left, the next tabby is 2 and 4.  �is towel is bound to make everyone 
merry!  

12

selvage



Park Weave Tea Towel
by Susan Bowman
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Click Here for WIF

http://pikespeakweavers.org/cwd/wif-files/007_Park_Weave_Towel.wif


Zig zag design
in Photoshop.
File is 24 pixels
x 80 pixels.

Structure:  Bateman Park Weave, 24 shafts

Warp:  8 di�erent colors of cotton and linen,
     ranging from 22/2 to 5/2
     Color A:  light green
     Color B:  yellow green
     Color C:  light rust
     Color D:  medium red brown
     Color E:  dark red brown
     Color F:  brown burgundy
     Color G:  red violet
     Color H:  dark purple  

Weft Pattern:  8/2 unmercerized cotton, teal
Weft Tabby:  12/2 unmercerized cotton, medium blue

12 dent reed, 2 ends per dent
Warp sett:  24 ends per inch
Width in reed:  16”

Dimensions after hemming and wet �nishing:
14” x 20”

Warp Color Order

to balance

�is towel with a pleasing color gradation was part of a study with the Foothills Guild 
in 2014.  �e project was to apply Park Weaves to a block pro�le or to design a Park 
Weave of your choice.  We studied Park Weaves, Dr. William G. Bateman’s manuscript, 
edited by Virginia I. Harvey.  Since I like to design in the liftplan, two Park Weave 
presets were created from the drawdowns of blocks A and B on p. 32-33.  A zig zag design
was created in Photoshop, then presets were assigned to the pattern and the background to 
create a liftplan.  Another very helpful resource was an article by Lynn Smetko in Complex
Weavers Journal, “Park by Presets”, June 2012, p. 13-14.

Preset A-
background 

Preset B-
pattern
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# Threads
30 6 H
40 4 4 G
30 3 3 F
50 5 5 E
40 4 4 D
50 5 5 C
48 8 8 B
96 8 8 8 8 A

384

x5



Splashes-of-Color Towels
by Jan Seltman

�e shimmering hand painted warp colors look striking with the gold in the weft!
�is warp came from a study group of weavers that painted warps in 5 sections.  
We then reversed some of the warp chains to mix up the warp colors before weaving.

�is design is a modi�ed pattern from Atlas de 4000 Armures, by Louis Serrure, 
Draft 36210.  �e modi�cation involved converting a straight draw to a point twill 
threading.  Atlas de 4000 Amures is a historical collection of French weaving patterns 
that was published in Paris around 1920.  It is available at Handweaving.net.

�e two other towels were also woven by Jan Seltman (instructions not included). 
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to balance
right 
selvage

x7

Click Here for WIF

Structure:  Point twill, 16 shaft

Warp:  10/2 unmercerized cotton, 
handpainted

Weft:  22/2 cottolin, gold color

12 dent reed, 2 ends per dent

Warp sett:  24 ends per inch

Width in reed:  20”

Use �oating selvages

Dimensions after hemming and wet 
�nishing:  17” x 29”
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http://pikespeakweavers.org/cwd/wif-files/008_Splashes_of_Color.wif


Earthy Colors in a Textured Weave
by Carol Wilkinson

�e inspiration for this towel came from a picture of the English countryside 
in the fall.  Several wrappings of color combinations were completed; the �nal 
plaid design has stripe colors that are assymetrical in both warp and weft.  

�e weaving pattern was a point twill based on #512 from A Weaver’s Book of 
8-Shaft Patterns from the Friends of Handwoven, edited by Carol Strickler.   

Also pictured are an Atwater/Bronson lace towel woven by Cherie Irvin 
(instructions not included) and pottery made by Linda Sha�er.

17



Structure:  Wa�e Weave, 8 shaft

Warp:  Random stripes of
     Color A:  6/2 dark brown cotton
     Color B:  8/2 medium brown cotton
     Color C:  22/2 cottolin, cocoa brown
     Color D:  22/2 cottolin, rust
     Color E:  22/2 cottolin, dark teal blue
     Color F:  22/2 cottolin, cream
     Color G:  20/2 cotton, red orange and
                     10/2 cotton, light red brown
                     used together as one thread

Weft:  8/2 cotton, burgundy with random
     stripes of 22/2 cottolin in cream, green,
     dark teal blue and cocoa brown.

12 dent reed, 2 ends per dent
Warp sett:  24 ends per inch
Width in reed:  22”

Dimensions after hemming and wet �nishing:
17” x 32”
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Click Here for WIF

http://pikespeakweavers.org/cwd/wif-files/009_Earthy_Colors_Textured.wif


Rep Weave Mats in Southwestern Inspired Colors
by Beverly Weaver

19

I wove this rep placemat with alternating thick and thin wefts.  �e thick weft is an unusual
cotton yarn that was purchased when a local weaver moved out of state.  It is a slubby yarn with 
an interior core that has compact wraps of a smaller grist cotton on the outside.  

I hand dyed the skeins in browns and peachy colors with MX dyes.  �e other placemats in the 
basket were woven on the same warp with either brown fabric or darker values of the brown and 
peach thick weft.  Two placemats were woven with each of the three types of weft.

�e twill napkins were woven by Carol Wilkinson (instuctions not included).    



x16x16 x12x12 x48# Threads
24 1 1 D
16 4 4 4 4 C
80 1 1 1 B

104 1 1 1 1 1 A
224

Warp Color Order

Click Here for WIF

Right border and main body of mat.  Add left border to complete.
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Structure:  Rep weave, 6 shaft

Warp:  22/2 cottolin
     Color A:  Natural
     Color B:  Brown
     Color C:  White
     Color D:  Peach

�ick Weft:  Nubby yarn with
     cotton wrapped around a
     core yarn, hand dyed in
     brown and peach colors

�in Weft:  22/2 cottolin in
     Color B, Natural

8 dent reed, 2 ends per dent

Warp sett:  16 ends per inch

Width in reed:  14”

Dimensions after hemming and 
     wet �nishing:  13.5” x 20”

http://pikespeakweavers.org/cwd/wif-files/010_Rep_Placemats_Southwestern.wif


An Elegant M and W Tea Towel
by Helen Bressler

A corner of the draft is shown.
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Structure:  M and W Twill, 8 shaft

Warp:  20/2 Flax/rayon and 20/2 perle cotton
     Color A:  Silver
     Color B:  Natural

Weft:  20/2 perle cotton
     Color C:  Charcoal
     Color D:  Red

18 dent reed, 2 ends per dent
Warp sett:  36 ends per inch
Width in reed:  23”
Use �oating selvages

Dimensions after hemming and wet �nishing:
21” x 25” 

Click Here for WIF

Warp Color Order

D C
X PW hem

40
49

20
49

20
X center

20
49

20
49

40
X PW hem

Weft Color Order

Marjie �ompson de�nes Gebrochene twills in �e Best of Weaver’s Twill �rills, edited by
Madelyn van der Hoogt:  “Gebrochene is the German term for the structure sometimes called 
an M and W twill by contemporary handweavers.  It is a twill interlacement with extensive 
threading and treadling repeats, usually including many points, woven with a twill tie-up.”  
Gebrochene has a very intricate and elegant appearance.  �is towel was woven with a �ax/rayon 
warp creating a beautiful sheen.  Side borders were designed with decorative bands to make the 
towel more �nished overall.  �e darker wefts bring out the beautiful details of the M and W 
twill. 

# Threads
719 49 621 49 B
104 32 20 20 32 A
813
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http://pikespeakweavers.org/cwd/wif-files/011_Elegant_MW_Towel.wif


Fun With Four Color Doubleweave
By Edna Devai
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Structure:  4 Color Doubleweave
on 4 Shafts

Warp:  20/2 mercerized cotton
     Alternate colors:
     Color A:  Deep red
     Color B:  Light yellow

Weft:  20/2 mercerized cotton
     Alternate colors:
     Color C:  Light purple
     Color D:  Light pink-orange

15 dent reed, 4 ends per dent
Warp sett:  60 ends per inch
Width in reed:  12”

Dimensions after hemming and 
wet �nishing:  10.75” x 18.5”

�e initial design for this towel came from Marguerite Davison’s A Handweavers Pattern
Book, Blooming Leaves, p. 133.  I translated this into a 4 shaft, 4 color doubleweave
pattern.  �e two warp colors weave on both sides, but only one weft color weaves on the
front, with the other color on the back.  With double treadling you can weave this on a
4 shaft direct tie-up loom.  Make sure you have enough heddles for each shaft.

To create a closed selvage, start your shuttles on the same side.  Put the top weft color 
shuttle close to you and the bottom color above it.  Finish hems by turning them inside against 
each other.  A long warp allows for multiple color plans with your weft; have fun designing
these new blends of color!



�e repeat in the main body of the towel is shown above without selvadge threads and woven 
borders.  If 8 shafts are available, the warp can be spread out to make treadling easier.

To see entire draft, 8 treadle version:

To see entire draft, 4 treadle version:  

Click Here for WIF

Click Here for WIF
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http://pikespeakweavers.org/cwd/wif-files/012B_Four_Color_Doubleweave_8s.wif
http://pikespeakweavers.org/cwd/wif-files/012A_Four_Color_Doubleweave_4s.wif


Heather’s Waves placemats:

Our table is set with diversi�ed 
plain weave placemats and a 
modi�ed rep weave towel to grace 
our home.  �ere are so many 
ways to create block designs; here 
are two fun ones to try.  With both 
using variegated blues and tans we 
have two di�erent and beautiful 
results.  Linda Sha�er’s pottery 
accents complete the table.

�e warp is wound by using one
thick yarn then two thin yarns.  
�e same weights are used for the 
weft and di�erent colors can be
chosen.  In this case, marl yarns 
were e�ective due to the large 
block size.  You can double threads 
to create a thick thread to keep from 
purchasing more yarn.  I used 6 
blocks for this design and tested the 
design placement to create the �ow 
of waves on this mat.  �e pattern 
from placemat to placemat lines up 
when they placed on the table.

I like to play with designs to create pleasing patterns.  For this project I chose to use 
diversi�ed plain weave.  �is consists of two thin yarns on shafts 1 and 2 to act as tie 
downs, with a thick yarn on an alternate shaft to create the pattern block.   

Di�erent Ways to Create Beautiful Blocks
Placemat by Heather Hubbard
and Towel by Beverly Weaver

Placemat Structure:  Diversi�ed Plain Weave,
     8 shaft

Warp thread A:  Blue marl 3 ply cotton, 
     mill end, thicker than 3/2
Warp thread B (tie):  16/2 cotton, dark blue

Weft:  Brown cotton, approximately 8/2,
     used doubled on bobbin
Weft (tie):  16/2 cotton, dark blue

12 dent reed, sley 1-2, 1 thick followed by 2 thin
Warp sett:  18 ends per inch
Width in reed:  17”
Use �oating selvages

Dimensions after wet �nishing and hemming:
13” x 18” 25



Placemat Warp Color Order

# Threads
200 2 B
100 1 A
300

x100

x3

to balance

Click Here for WIF
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http://pikespeakweavers.org/cwd/wif-files/013A_Different_Beautiful_Blocks.wif


x252

Towel Warp Color Order

Beverly’s modi�ed rep weave
towel:  �is towel is modi�ed
from Atlas de 4000 Armures,
by Louis Serrure, Draft 
35079.  �is historical coll-
ection of French weaving 
patterns was published in
Paris around 1920 and is
available at Handweaving.net.

�e original design is for a 4
end twill on 4 shafts; I used the
design as a pro�le draft and
then wove it using rep weave.
It has 4 blocks requiring 8 
shafts.  �is is another example 
of the use of beautiful varie-
gated blues alternating with 
tan organic cotton.  �e tie 
up shows a gap for shafts 7 &
8 to highlight the balanced 
woven border at each end.     

Towel Structure:  Rep weave, 8 shaft

Warp A:  6/2 variegated blue cotton
Warp B:  9/3 tan organic cotton

�ick Weft:  6/2 variegated blue cotton and 5/2
     solid blue cotton, used together
�ick Weft for borders:  9/3 brown organic
     cotton, tripled
�in Weft:  20/2 light tan cotton

12 dent reed, 2 ends per dent
Warp sett:  24 ends per inch
Width in reed:  21”

Dimensions after hemming and wet �nishing:
19.5” x 30”

# Threads
252 1 B
252 1 A
504

x10
to balance

Click Here for WIF 27

http://pikespeakweavers.org/cwd/wif-files/013B_Different_Beautiful_Blocks.wif


Placemat by Julia Nace and Towel by Jan Seltman

Julia’s placemat:
Warp faced twill creates such beautiful color possibilities.  �is sturdy fabric is great for
runners and placemats!  �e preparation work takes most of the time for this project, 
however, it is worth the e�ort; it is fun to weave with one shuttle.  I modi�ed the design
from the original draft by mixing point and straight twill in multiple directions.

When warping this, reverse the color order at the center to create a symmetrical design.
Colors can be in random order of 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, or 16 at a time.  �e color order shown is
similar to that in the pictured placemat.  Use a dark weft to set o� the warp colors.  I 
used aqua carpet warp for a 2.25” hem in plain weave, or you can end with the twill.  Fold 
twice to make the hem so that it is the same thickness as the body of the weaving.  Expect 
about 20% shrinkage.

�ese two projects give you a wonderful opportunity to use color to highlight di�erent twill
structures.  Pull out your stash and have fun designing new variations of these patterns for
gifts or for your home.  

Colorful Placemats and Rainbow Towels

27



Placemat Warp Color Order

Begin

Ce
nt

er

Reverse after center 2 threads

Click Here for WIF

x3

Structure:  Straight and point twill,
     4 shaft

Warp:  Cotton rug warp
     Color A:  Blue
     Color B:  Purple
     Color C:  Orange
     Color D:  Gold
     Color E:  Aqua
     Color F:  Green

Weft:  Mop cotton, dark blue

8 dent reed, 4 ends per dent

Warp Sett:  32 ends per inch

Width in reed:  15.5”

Use �oating selvages

Dimensions after hemming and
wet �nishing:  13” x 15”

# Threads
90 4 7 4 4 4 4 7 4 4 3 F
78 4 8 4 7 8 8 E
18 4 5 D
70 2 3 4 8 8 4 7 C
70 4 4 5 3 3 5 4 4 3 B
166 4 3 8 4 16 4 8 8 8 8 4 8 A
492
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http://pikespeakweavers.org/cwd/wif-files/014A_Colorful_Placemats_Towels.wif


Towel Warp Color Order

12 dent reed, 2 ends per dent
Warp sett:  24 ends per inch
Width in reed:  24.5”
Use �oating selvages

Dimensions after hemming and wet
�nishing:  19” x 28”

repeat x13 or for desired width

to end

Click Here for WIF

Structure:  M and W Twill, 8 shaft
Warp:  10/2 mercerized cotton
     Color A:  Dark blue
     Color B:  Medium blue
     Color C:  Light turquoise
     Color D:  Dark turquoise
     Color E:  Lime green
     Color F:  Yellow
     Color G:  Orange
     Color H:  Red
     Color I:   Fuchsia
     Color J:  Red violet
     Color K:  Violet
     Color L:  White

Weft:  10/2 unmercerized cotton, white

Jan’s towel:
M and W twills serve as a perfect weave structure to highlight color in your design.  I
created this towel several years ago using colorful remanants in my stash.  Design the color
order and then warp, rotating 8, then 5 threads to allow the color to follow the breaks of 
the design.  Point twill was used for the treadling with this 8 shaft pattern.  Include
�oating selvages.  Enjoy pulling from your stash to create your next towel!

# Threads
443 443 L

5 5 K
16 8 8 J
16 8 8 I
10 5 5 H
16 8 8 G
16 8 8 F
10 5 5 E
16 8 8 D
16 8 8 C
10 5 5 B
18 8 10 A

592
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http://pikespeakweavers.org/cwd/wif-files/014B_Colorful_Placemats_Towels.wif


Retro Waves and Dots
by Susan Bowman

Warp Color Order

�is towel was designed in Photoshop using methods described 
by Marg Coe, Alice Schlein and others in books and articles.  
Two weave structures, 3/1 broken right twill and 1/3 broken 
left twill were assigned to the design areas before the liftplan was 
copied and pasted into my weaving software.

# Threads
120 24 D
120 12 12 C
160 8 8 8 8 B
144 24 24 A
544

x5

to
 e

nd
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Structure:  Broken Twill, 24 shafts

Warp:  8/2 unmercerized Egyptian cotton
     Color A:  Light green
     Color B:  Medium Green
     Color C:  Red-violet
     Color D:  Dark purple

Weft:  8/2 unmercerized Egyptian cotton, 
     medium orange

12 dent reed, 2 ends per dent

Warp sett:  24 ends per inch

Width in reed:  22.6”

Dimensions after hemming and wet 
�nishing:  18.75” x 27”
 Click Here for WIF

I was surprised that the colors 
and shapes gave the towel a 
retro feel, very 60’s!  Other 
weft colors used on the same 
warp with di�erent designs 
worked equally as well as the 
orange.
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http://pikespeakweavers.org/cwd/wif-files/015_Retro_Waves_Dots.wif


Rep Weave Placemats in Favorite Team Colors
by Sandra Hutton

�ese placemats were gifts for a 
wedding; I used their favorite team’s 
colors!  �e idea for these came from 
Kelly Marshall’s Custom Woven Interiors.  
A rug design on p. 96 was modi�ed to 
create the placemats.  

�e term “working ends” is used when there is
more than one end per heddle.  In this project 
there are two ends per heddle.

302 working ends equates to 302 heddles with 604 total ends.  �e warp will have two strands
of thread for each heddle.  �e warp color chart shows the 302 working ends (same number of
 heddles).  Double the ends shown in the Warp Color Order Chart to get the correct total 
number of ends.  A �rm beat was used throughout.  I also wove matching napkins in twill.  
Find your inspiration and try out your own colors on rep weave placemats!

Matching napkins were also woven by 
Sandra Hutton (instructions not included).
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Warp Color Order 

604 total ends, 2 per heddle=302 heddles

working ends

# Of Working
Ends
20 10 10 G
20 10 10 F
36 8 5 5 5 5 8 E
20 5 5 5 5 D
6 3 3 C

49 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 7 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 B
151 8 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 5 5 3 5 5 10 10 7 10 10 5 5 3 5 5 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 8 A
302
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Structure:  Rep Weave, 8 shaft

Warp:  5/2 perle cotton, alternating:
     Colors A:  Dark turquoise & Yale blue
     Colors B:  Mead & mead
     Colors C:  Bali & Bali
     Colors D:  Nassau & dark green
     Colors E:  Dark sienna & ruby glint
     Colors F:  Jade and winter green
     Colors G:  Jade and sapphire green

�ick weft:  16/8 cotton, doubled, black
�in weft:  10/2 mercerized cotton, black

12 dent reed, 4 ends per dent
Warp sett:  48 ends per inch
Width in reed:  12.5”

Dimensions after hemming and wet �nishing:
12.5” x 18”



Draft for right half of the placemat is shown, 
to the center thread.  Click here to see entire draft.

Click Here for WIF
Ce

nt
er
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http://pikespeakweavers.org/cwd/wif-files/016_Rep_Placemats_Team_Colors.wif


Placemats and Towels from the Same Warp 
By Dottie Weir

For these projects, I used a variety of colors randomly in the warp.  I warped 14 yards 
to make 8 placemats and 8 kitchen towels.  �e weft for the placemats was cottolin 
and hand dyed fabric strips which I describe below.  I used cottolin as weft for most 
of the towels.  �e draft came from Lynn Danvers and was published in a 2004 Rocky 
Mountain Weavers Guild newsletter.  Lynn had been inspired to design and weave a 
towel based on one that was machine made.  For another take on the same draft, see
Julia Nace’s towel on page 48.

For the placemat weft, I purchased 25 yards of muslin which I washed in hot water, 1 tsp
of Synthrapol® and 1/2 cup soda ash.  Fabric was dyed using a recipe from Ann Johnston’s 
Color by Accident, p. 29, in which the yardage is dyed in a large plastic container I let the 
fabric batch in the container for a minimum of 24 hours then it was rinsed and dried.  At 
this point I ripped the fabric lengthwise to yield strips that were 25 yards long.  Be sure to 
use appropriate safety precautions while dyeing and ripping the yardage.

�e towels needed to be wider than the placemats so I added an additional 4” of warp 
width.  Using a dark weft changes the colors signi�cantly from the appearance of the
placemats.  �is is a fun project to determine how color, texture and design create 
beautiful but di�erent results!
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Structure:  Twill and plain weave, 6 shafts

Warp:  22/2 cottolin, dark red, autumn red, dark plum
     and navy blue, in random order

�in mat weft:  22/2 cottolin
�ick mat weft:  hand dyed muslin fabric that was ripped 
     lengthwise into 1” strips

Weft for towels:  Either 22/2 cottolin or 8/2 cotton, navy
     blue and autumn red

10 dent reed, 2 ends per dent
Warp sett:  20 ends per inch
Width in reed:  16” (placemats) and 20” (4” added for 
     towels)
Use �oating selvages

Placemat dimensions after hemming and wet �nishing:
15” x 19.5”

Towel dimensions after hemming and wet �nishing:
17” x 26”  

Click Here for WIF
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http://pikespeakweavers.org/cwd/wif-files/017_Placemats_Towels_Same_Warp.wif


Intricate Stripes from Rosepath 
  with Multiple Tabby Weave

By Carol Wilkinson

Warp Color Order x6

to balance

�is pattern allows you to vary color themes and to end up with much di�erent but 
still striking results.  I found this pattern in A Weaver’s Book of 8-Shaft Patterns from the
Friends of Handwoven, edited by Carol Strickler (draft 728, page 228).  �e multiple
tabby blocks allow for placement of various warp threads.

# Threads
63 9 9 E

112 8 8 8 8 D
70 3 2 2 3 3 2 2 3 C
176 5 1 1 1 1 5 13 5 1 1 1 1 5 B
112 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 A
533
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Dr. William G. Bateman de�ned the term Multiple Tabby Weaves in his book of the same name,
which was edited by Virginia I. Harvey:  “�ere is no true tabby in the Multiple Tabby Weaves, 
so in this text, the term tabby is used frequently to mean the treadling or the interlacement that 
weaves a plain weave across the threading of only one of the blocks (two-thread skips occur in 
the other blocks) and usually the block that weaves tabby is identi�ed.  To a purist, this is not 
the correct use of the term tabby; however no word exists that would be correct, and tabby with
an explanation seems preferable to part-tabby or some other manufactured term.”  �e blocks
used in this draft are on page 70 of Bateman’s Multiple Tabby Weaves. 

Click Here for WIF

Carol Wilkinson also wove the other towels pictured on
page 37 (instructions not included).

Structure:  Twill, 8 shaft

Warp:  8/2 unmercerized cotton
     Color A:  Purple
     Color B:  Light yellow
     Color C:  Amethyst
     Color D:  Raspberry
     Color E:  Rust

Weft:  22/2 cottolin, burgundy

12 dent reed, 2 ends per dent

Warp sett:  24 ends per inch

Width in reed:  22.2”

Use Floating selvages

Dimensions after hemming and wet 
�nishing:  17.3” x 28.5”

to balance x6
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http://pikespeakweavers.org/cwd/wif-files/018_Intricate_Stripes_Rosepath.wif


Bold Graphics in Mezo American Key Motif
by Edna Devai

Click Here for WIF

Warp Color Order
# Threads

3 3 H
3 3 G
3 3 F
6 3 3 E
6 3 3 D
3 3 C
6 3 3 B

513 57 57 57 57 57 57 57 57 57 A
543
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http://pikespeakweavers.org/cwd/wif-files/019_Bold_Graphics_Key_Motif.wif


Central and South American designs have
an appealing graphic quality that inspired
this tea towel.  �ese designs can be found
on textiles and pottery as well as on buildings,
both ancient and modern.
  
�ere are many books and pictorial resources 
available.  For this towel, I found the graphics 
in Joanne Hall’s book Mexican Tapestry 
Weaving.  �e structure for this towel is a 
3 end twill on 30 shafts.

I found that blues and purples do not work
well with the black and beige background 
colors.  Turquoise, yellows, red and medium 
green stand out beautifully.  Have fun creating 
other color combinations and ratios with this 
design.
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Structure:  3 end twill, 30 shaft

Warp:  22/2 cottolin
     Color A:  Black
     Color B:  Turquoise
     Color C:  Red-orange
     Color D:  Yellow-orange
     Color E:  Yellow
     Color F:  Lime green
     Color G:  Medium green
     Color H:  Magenta

Weft:  18/2 doubled natural brown 
     unmercerized cotton (25% brown
     and 75% natural)

12 dent reed, 2 ends per dent
Warp sett:  24 ends per inch
Width in reed:  22.6”

Dimensions after hemming and wet 
�nishing:  18.75” x 28.75”



I created these delicate napkins as a gift with the color inspiration coming from the mug
included in the picture.  �e napkins are 4-end Bronson lace outlined with black
and yellow.  Bronson lace is so beautiful because the structure creates little windows
that are stabilized with a plain weave thread on each side.  With 4-thread units 
A is 1,3,1,2 and B is 1,4,1,2.  �e foundation thread is on shaft 1, the tie-down thread
is on shaft 2 and pattern threads are on the other shafts.  �e treadling is weft-faced lace.

�is napkin shows how borders can highlight motifs in a textile.  I used a technique
called “ladder hemstitching” on all 4 borders by inserting a 3/2 spacer thread vertically
and horizontally during the weaving that was later removed.  �e horizontal hemstitching
took place while on the loom, binding 4 warp threads together to make this decorative
border.  �e vertical hemstitching was done after the napkin was o� the loom.  

  

“Say Cheese” Bronson Lace Napkins
by Sandra Hutton
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�e hems on all 4 sides were turned 
back and invisibly hand stitched to 
the edge of the ladder hemstitching 
so that you can’t tell the right side 
from the wrong side.  �is border 
and hem treatment is a time con-
suming technique but it de�nitely 
adds to the heirloom quality of the 
textile.  A good reference for hem-
stitching is Finishing Touches for the
Handweaver by Virginia West.

Sandra Hutton also wove the white-
on-white towel which contains mixed 
structures of 2/2 basket, 1/4 satin, 
1/3 twill and 3/1 twill.  �e pattern 
source was Falcot’s Weave Compendium, 
edited by Ann Sutton, p. 144, #13
(instructions not included).

Click here to see a partial draft of the Bronson lace design:

Click Here for WIF
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Structure:  4-end Bronson Lace, 8 shaft

Warp:  20/2 white cotton, 20/2 black cotton,
     5/2 yellow cotton, 3/2 spacer

Weft:  Same as warp

15 dent reed, 2 ends per dent

Warp sett:  30 ends per inch

Width in reed:  22.4”  

Dimensions after hemming and wet �nishing:
17.5” x 17.5”

http://pikespeakweavers.org/cwd/wif-files/020_Say_Cheese_Bronson_Lace.wif


A Finely Woven Towel with Twill Blocks
by Helen Bressler
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Structure:  Twill blocks, 8 shaft

Warp:  20/2 unmercerized cotton
     Color A:  White
     Color B:  Blue
     Color C:  Gold

Weft:  same as warp

18 dent reed, 2 ends per dent
Warp sett:  36 ends per inch
Width in reed:  23”
Use �oating selvages

Dimensions after hemming and wet 
�nishing:  20” x 28”

Color inspiration comes from everyday 
life, even from your breakfast bowl of 
cereal with blueberries and bananas.  
Twill blocks or twill damask is a wonderful 
structure to use when playing with color.  
Have fun experimenting with stripe size 
and color when treadling A & B blocks 
to achieve an overall interesting design.    

A pro�le draft is shown; click on the link 
to see the entire draft.  

�e other towel pictured, a color and 
weave 8 shaft twill, was also woven by 
Helen Bressler (instructions not included).   



8
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1
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A A A A A A A A A A A A A A B
B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B A
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# Threads
48 12 12 C

216 36 36 36 36 B
572 40 12 12 396 12 12 40 A
836

Warp Color Order
x2x2

�reading Key
AB

Tie-up and Treadling Key
A B

x11to end Pro�le Draft

Click Here for WIF

http://pikespeakweavers.org/cwd/wif-files/021_Finely_Woven_Twill_Blocks.wif


Bateman Combination Weave Towel
By Carol Wilkinson

Draft 99 (p. 83) from Boulevard, Chevron, and Combination Weaves, based on Dr. William
G. Bateman’s Manuscript, edited by Virginia I. Harvey o�ers interesting threadings that 
enable many designs to be created by various placement of warp threads.  �e challenge 
was deciding on which part of the pattern to place the colored warp threads; there are many
ways to make a pleasing design.  With 8 colors in the warp, this project is a good way to use
your stash.  �e color order shown is similar to that in the pictured towel.  Tabby is a must
for this design.

Other towels were woven (top to bottom) by Susan Bowman, Carol Wilkinson and Jan 
Seltman (instructions not included).  
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Structure:  Combination of Park, Boulevard
     and Chevron blocks, 8 shaft

Warp:  Various sizes of cotton
     Color A:  20/2 unmercerized, red orange
     Color B:  6/2 unmercerized, brown
     Color C:  6/2 unmercerized, tan
     Color D:  20/2 mercerized, pecan
     Color E:  11/2 naturally colored, dark green
     Color F:  11/2 naturally colored, light green
     Color G:  8/2 unmercerized, white
     Color H:   6/2 unmercericed, olive green

Pattern Weft:  16/2 linen, unbleached

Tabby Weft:  20/2 mercerized cotton, pecan

12 dent reed, warp sett:  27 ends per inch
Denting:  2, 2, 2, 3

Width in reed:  21.75”

Use �oating selvages

Dimensions after hemming and wet �nishing:
18.5” x 29”

Warp Color Order

x9

to balance
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47

# Threads
9 1 H

18 1 1 G
54 3 3 F

180 6 6 3 1 1 3 E
36 1 1 1 1 D
36 1 1 1 1 C
45 1 1 1 1 1 B

162 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 A
540+47=587



x9to balance

�e tie up and treadling were based on Sample 99-2 (p. 84).  I used 9 repeats of the drawdown 
and added 47 additional ends to balance the design.
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Click Here for WIF

http://pikespeakweavers.org/cwd/wif-files/022_Bateman_Combination.wif


Click Here for WIF
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Variegated Warp for a Complex Look
by Julia Nace

http://pikespeakweavers.org/cwd/wif-files/023_Variegated_Warp.wif
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Structure:  Twill and plain weave, 6 shaft

Warp:  8/2 Variegated unmercerized cotton
in blues, greens and gold

Weft:  22/2 cottolin, blue

10 dent reed, 2 ends per dent

Warp sett:  20 ends per inch

Use �oating selvages

Dimensions after hemming and wet �nishing:
18” x 33” 

I love a simple pattern that allows for di�erent variations of twill to be
embedded into plain weave.  �is draft came from Lynn Danvers and was 
published in a 2004 Rocky Mountain Weavers Guild newsletter.
Lynn had been inspired to design and weave a towel based on a machine
made towel.  For a completely di�erent take on the same draft, see Dottie 
Weir’s placemats and towels on page 35.

I used a variegated warp that created di�erent stripes and color emphasis
drifting throughout the pattern.  �is added interest to the overall design
making it appear more complex and detailed.  �e design can also be used
with a solid warp and various colors and/or textures on the twill patterns.
You can also change the twill structures used and this will change the design.
�e example pictured will be hard to recreate, so experiment with your own
colors by making wrappings.  �is cloth is lightweight and if a heavier towel
is desired, it can be woven with a tighter sett of 24 ends per inch.

Other towels pictured were 
woven by Carol Wilkinson 
(far left) and Heather Hubbard
(instructions not included).
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